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Abstract
This paper, based on the EWCA 2008 pre-conference workshop «The Work and Art of Writing Center Tutor Training», provides insights and strategies for tutor training. Writing Centers have a wide range of models in terms of mission, locations, staff, populations served, and unique aspects; however, they share a common goal to support the development of student and other writers. To accomplish this goal in these varied contexts, training strategies are likewise varied; there are many options to choose from in terms of requirements, methods, and texts and materials used, for both initial training and ongoing professional development. This paper discusses and illustrates these options. The paper also includes a bibliography of tutor training resources.

When members of a Writing Center staff attend a European Writing Centers Association conference for the first time, two aspects are likely to stand out:

a. They are likely to see an infinite number of variations of what a «Writing Center» is—whom it serves, how it is staffed, the context in which it does its work, and its specific mission for that work.
b. In spite of unique characteristics, Writing Centers share a universal common goal to support writers on their journey to write ever more effectively, whether that writing is done in their first language or another, regardless of whether they are novices or experienced writers.

In other words, multiple models but a shared mission characterize the international Writing Center community. Both common elements and variations will be evident throughout the discussion below. Participants from the nine universities represented at the workshop ranged from those with extensive Writing Center experience to those in the initial planning stages for a Writing Center, with many different characteristics in staff, focus, location and unique aspects, as the chart below illustrates:
Given these multiple contexts, one can expect a wide range of tutor training strategies to be in use in Writing Centers. Since even long-established Writing Centers often find themselves confronting new questions or problems that may call for new directions in tutor training, it’s useful to see many options to choose from.

In America, with several decades of Writing Center history and development, we have had an ever-evolving body of research available to guide our work. Our Writing Centers generally share some common elements: most often we are staffed by student peer tutors who interact one-on-one with student writers; we strive to serve writers across all academic levels and in all disciplines; and the majority of our clients are native speakers of English.

However, there are many other options at work in our Centers. Even the notion of «tutoring» may have wide variations. For example, some Centers assign tutors to particular classes, most often freshman composition classes. Some use appointments; others are strictly walk-in. Some try to match a tutor’s major and expertise with students in that major; others simply have the first available tutor work with the next...
student who comes in. Some have spacious, central locations in which to do their work; some long for more appropriate space. Some provide extensive online tutoring, especially if the university offers many online courses or programs; others limit their tutoring to face-to-face. Some distinguish between tutoring services for graduate and undergraduate students; some do not. Some are staffed entirely by undergraduate tutors; others have some graduate tutors or even a majority of graduate students staffing their centers. Some have a number of paid/professional staff; in others, only a director or coordinator may be professional staff. Some have rigorous application and interview processes; others staff with those who have been «assigned» to the work. Pay rates vary widely. Even the term used to describe those who work in Writing Centers may vary: they may be called consultants, peer consultants, mentors, tutors, etc. Since professional texts most often use the term tutors, that is the term I use here. Thus those seeking to establish an effective Writing Center may need to work through this wide range of options, selecting those that best fit their goals and context, all of which will shape their tutor training.

Tutor training, of course, is effective only if those to be trained have the necessary characteristics to be successful tutors. As the chart presented earlier indicates, Writing Centers use many different approaches to staff their Centers. Whatever process they use, they generally look for certain essential personal and academic characteristics: ability to read student texts analytically and to provide clear, objective feedback; intellectual curiosity and broad interest in many genres of writing and fields of study; strong writing competence and knowledge; interest in people and individual writing processes, coupled with awareness of the tutor’s own writing processes; understanding of student diversity; clear understanding of tutor/student roles; willingness to be a good role model; engaging personality; enthusiasm; good listening and facilitation skills; ability to ask good questions; ability to motivate others; sense of humor; patience; «open» body language and eye contact.

Having hired qualified tutors, tutor-training strategies then generally develop out of a Center’s unique contexts and needs. Given the interesting range of models described previously, one can also expect a range of practices in tutor training. It is worth noting that in some universities, tutors must complete a required for-credit course prior to being hired. In others (such as ours), a university tutor training course is available; however, since we strive to recruit a very diverse staff and the course is offered only in the English department, only a few of our tutors are likely to take this course. Thus for many universities, like ours, training must be complete and practical, designed to meet the complex needs of the Center.

The common elements and strategies found in most tutor training programs are readily adaptable for multiple Writing Center contexts, with initial training followed by ongoing training to develop ever-greater proficiency. Initial training needs to provide sufficient expertise to enable a tutor to work effectively with a wide range of students in a multiplicity of writing situations; such training generally includes some or all of these common elements:

**Texts and Materials**

- An in-house tutor manual, likely to include elements of tutoring theory, effective tutor practices, operational details such as suggested format or length of tutoring sessions, record-keeping procedures, assessment strategies used, and the like. Manuals often include FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions), tips from current and previous tutors, as well as an introduction to cross-disciplinary work.¹
- Published texts on WC work. Some texts are highly theoretical (why to); others are more practice-oriented (how to). Several periodicals are also very useful, especially the *Writing Center Journal* and the *Writing Lab Newsletter*. Widely-used texts and publications in the U.S. include those listed in Appendix A.
- Printed tutoring scenarios or online tutor simulations/training exercises, for application of theories and discussion.
- Online discussion forums/wikis, integrated into the training in multiple ways.
- Tutor handouts available for use. Our Writing Center has about two dozen of these, developed in response to most-asked questions or typical concerns in tutoring sessions. The most frequently used at our Center are the series of handouts on documentation styles—APA (American Psychological

¹ If anyone would like a copy of our Saginaw Valley State University manual, which is always a work in progress, I would be happy to send it as an email attachment.
Association), MLA (Modern Language Association), and CMS (Chicago Manual of Style). Handouts on many other topics, such as avoiding sentence errors, writing resumes, and the like, are also used at many Centers.

- Subscription to the WCenter listserv (http://writingcenter.tamu.edu/iwca/resources/writing-center-directors/#Mail).

### Experiences

- Discussion of academic writing conventions and strategies for working with discipline-specific papers and genres.
- Discussion of writing processes for both native and non-native speakers of a language.
- Activities to help tutors respond appropriately to student diversity.
- Discussion of interpersonal skills, such as body language and strategies to begin a session.
- Practice tutoring sessions/role-playing (these may be videotaped for reflection).
- Sessions of being tutored by an experienced tutor.
- Observations of experienced tutors (job shadowing) and reflections based on the observations.
- Paired tutoring with an experienced tutor or mentoring by an experienced tutor.
- Observations and feedback from an experienced colleague.
- Hands-on experience learning to use the many resources available to a tutor. This can be handled in many ways; for example, Appendix A contains a «treasure hunt» type of activity currently used for tutor training at our University.
- Rapport-building staff activities as well as strategies to build rapport with students who come to the writing center.

### Ongoing training

Likewise takes many forms. Initial on-site training strategies are often continued, in greater depth, in larger contexts. Writing Centers generally use many of the following strategies:

### On-site

- Regular staff meetings (monthly, bi-monthly, etc.) that incorporate training strategies.
- Discussion of additional professional readings from texts or from sources such as the Writing Center Journal or Writing Lab Newsletter. (At our last staff meeting, for instance, our discussion topic was tutoring ESL students, especially Chinese, Saudi Arabian and Korean students, the three largest groups of international students on our campus. We prepared three scenarios, the types of situations that tutors might confront in tutoring writers from each of these cultures. Each tutor had read a different chapter from Tutoring ESL Writers. Discussion of the scenarios then included the readings as well as the tutors’ own experiences.)
- Personal professional development plans. These may include research projects to develop tutor expertise in a particular area of interest through personal research or reading of Writing Center literature. For example, tutors at our center have researched topics ranging from laptop tutoring to working with Arabic speakers.
- Discussion of hypothetical (or real) tutoring scenarios representing challenging or problem sessions or student issues, such as strategies for tutoring students with learning disabilities.
- Training in online tutoring (if applicable).
- Online discussion forums/wikis.
- Email communication (our Coordinator sends a weekly message highlighting such things as upcoming events and anticipated needs; for instance, our nursing faculty often give us advance notice when a large number of their students are likely to use our services).
- A staff symposium, with brief tutor presentations on practical strategies; e.g., helping students develop a strong thesis statement.
- Role playing in group settings, with discussion following.
- Review of writing center records and statistics (e.g., number and type of assignments of students using the writing center).

### Larger context

- Attendance and presentations at state, regional and national/international conferences. Such participation is an important step toward «professionalizing» staff members.

Effective tutors, of course, do more than tutor students. They become advocates for effective academic writing within their university. If they are students, they often become role models in their classes and across campus (within our student tutoring staff, for
example, we have numerous writers for the student newspaper; the editor of a creative writing publication; the coordinator of a high school writing center; and recipients of numerous awards and grants.) If tutors are professional staff, they often serve as consultants to their peers, advocates for new curriculum initiatives, and valuable sources of information across the campus community. We have seen the value of this in our Center, where we invite several faculty members each semester to be «Teachers in the Center,» tutoring alongside our student staff. Almost without exception, this experience provides an opportunity for them to see their work within a larger university context and thus to develop better assignments and coach student writers more effectively.

That effective tutor training work is critical to the success of a Writing Center goes without saying. The art of such training, however, is where minds are stretched, skills are honed, and transformations take place, not only in those students a Writing Center serves, but in the tutors themselves. Effective tutor training truly makes the critical difference.

Bibliography of Popular Tutor Training Texts and Materials
Lerner, Neal & Boquet, Elizabeth. (Eds.) The writing center journal. Back issues available online at http://coldfusion.louisville.edu/webs/a-s/wcrp/Penn State University. The dangling modifier. Available at www.ulc.psu.edu/Dangling-Modifier/index.php
University of Texas Undergrad Writing Center. Praxis: A WC journal. Available at http://projects.uwc.utexas.edu/praxis

See also the International Writing Centers Association Bibliography of Resources at http://writingcenter.tamu.edu/iwca/resources/starting-a-writing-center/bibliography/

Appendix A
Initial Tutor Training Activity
This worksheet is not a test. Really. It is an exercise designed to make you familiar with the Writing Center’s numerous resources and prepare you for the different kinds of writing situations you may encounter. Most of these questions have multiple «correct» answers. Return this completed worksheet to me by Friday, Oct. 2. Enjoy!

1. Name two «veteran» tutors, and tell a little about each.
2. Give two pieces of advice you have received from a veteran mentor.
3. What are two basic ideas covered in the freshman composition presentations? You should get a chance to sit in on a presentation during your shift, but if not, simply ask to see the PowerPoint and go through the presentation yourself. How many of these presentations will the tutors give this fall? Why are these presentations important?
4. A student needs help with APA documentation. Name four resources that you could use to help her. (Note: provide the titles of some handouts, a couple books on our shelf, or online resources.) Of all these resources, which one do our tutors find most useful?
5. A student has to write a personal statement for admission to the teacher education program, but has no idea what a personal statement is. Where is an example you can show to the student?
6. The student aide at the front desk tells you the Writing Center login computer is not working.
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